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Abstract
This paper introduces the concept of augmenting the experience
of interacting with virtual worlds by making use of musical robotics systems. By creating or interpreting real-time control data
from the music and sound-effect channels of interactive software
while it is being used, signals for controlling robotic musical
instruments and other acoustic sound-creating devices can be
generated. These acoustic instruments add a physicality to virtual
environments by bringing previously virtual sound into the real
world. A proof of concept is described, making use of a set of
custom-built robotic pitched and non-pitched percussion instruments playing in conjunction with a well-known vintage videogame. The system is presented as an installation of kinetic art and
sound for participants to experience. The design of the robotic
sound-objects, their control systems and the software used is described and the paper concludes with an outline of future work
and a summary of some of the many potential applications for
this technology.
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Introduction
Musical robotics is an emerging, multi-disciplinary field
which combines the arts with engineering and involves
actuating physical sound-making apparatus with computer
control as a means of musical expression. By utilizing robotic musical instruments and sound objects, musicians are
able to create compositions and installations in real acoustic space that were previously impossible to play by human
performers or loudspeakers. Whereas sampled sounds are
reproduced perfectly upon playback, acoustic instruments
will exhibit slight variance upon each actuation even when
activated in the same position and velocity. This naturally
provides a sense of realism and authenticity to the experience of listening to them.
One important element in the motivation for making use
of musical robotics, is that they have the ability to be synchronized reliably with other instruments in an ensemble or
installation as well as with other types of media. In this
paper, an installation is described which demonstrates the
synchronizing of custom-built robotic musical apparatus
with video game worlds to provide players with a novel
experience that sees in-game sounds and music leap from
the virtual world to the physical world. First, a background

which briefly provides some historical context to this work
will be offered, before describing the installation presented. Details regarding the design and construction of both
the hardware and software elements of the installation are
discussed, and the paper is concluded with plans for future
work to be carried out and a summary of potential applications for this technology.

Background
The field of automatically actuated musical apparatus has a
long and rich history spanning hundreds of years, with its
period of greatest popularity in the 19th century with the
prevalence of sophisticated orchestrions and player pianos.
In the early 20th century primarily due to the rise of the
loudspeaker, automated musical instruments experienced a
period of decline. However in the 1970s, the affordability
of transistors and computing technology brought musical
robotics pioneers such as Trimpin and Godfried Willem
Raes to create robotic sound objects and musical instruments capable of being controlled in real-time for installations and concerts. The advent of the MIDI standard in
1983 brought about a new level of interconnectivity and
synchronization to these instruments, and in the over 30
years since, the field has expanded to include countless
practitioners world-wide. [1] and [2] provide further detail
into the history of the field.
There are several historic examples of acoustic sounds
augmenting game-play experience. Since gambling games
and pinball machines of the 19th and early 20th centuries
were mechanical by nature, the sounds of their various
components such as motors spinning, clicking and sliding
added to the aural experience of the game. A landmark
development was Pacific Development’s ‘Contact’ pinball
machine produced in 1933, which introduced an electromechanically activated bell to indicate game states favorable to the player. [3] As video-games began to utilize exclusively loud-speaker generated audio in the 1970s, much
of the mechanically produced sound from previous generations of hardware was replaced with virtual reproductions
and synthesized sound.

Musical Robotics and Virtual Worlds
In recent times, there have been renewed developments
towards using physically actuated sound to augment the
experience of virtual worlds. One striking example is OccultUs by Simon de Diesbach. [4] This installation makes

use of the Occulus Rift virtual reality headset, and asks the
participant to sit on a chair in a room surrounded by various mechanical devices with the headset on. The software
guides the participants on rails through a virtual world
filled with several rooms of ‘strange machinery’ which are
activated by the user’s gaze. The various kinetic sound
objects in the real room, such as a machine that drops glass
to break it, a machine that spins a tube of marbles and one
that drags chains on a metal floor are then synchronized
with the machines in the virtual world to create a perception that the virtual objects are creating a real sound.
Though the effect achieved is vivid, the level of interactivity in this installation is limited, with the participants
somewhat passively experiencing the content rather than
truly interacting with or creating it.
Another recent project that is closer in scope to the installation presented in this paper is a setup by David
Thompson. [5] Making use of two Raspberry Pis, a commercially produced Yamaha Disklavier and several solenoids, David is able to have the sound of several Nintendo
games reproduced during game-play on an automatic piano
and several percussion instruments. Due to the process
used to translate the game-play audio to control instructions, this setup has the drawback of introducing a halfsecond delay between the in-game actions and the resultant
sounds, and incomplete control of the sound mapping. The
installation described in this paper seeks to create an experience that builds on these previous efforts and improves
on their various limitations.

The Installation
An installation is presented, consisting of a television
screen, Nintendo Entertainment System (NES) controller,
Robotic Xylophone, Robotic Glockenspiel, Robotic EggShakers and Robotic Castanets. When a participant picks
up the controller, they are greeted with the welcome screen
of the famous Super Mario Bros. NES game and are able to
play the game freely on the television screen. During
game-play, the original synthesized audio of the game is
muted, the sound effects and music being replaced and
reproduced entirely by the array of robotic musical instruments decorating the installation. The game Super Mario
Bros. was selected for the instant recognizability of its
theme music and sound effects, even for non-gamers. By
choosing a game with very well-known sounds, the effect
of their substitution with alternatives in the physical world
creates a greater impact on participants and aims to let
them re-imagine experiences from their earlier years in a
new light. The designs of the various components of the
system are described below.

Figure 2: CAD Design of the Robotic Xylophone

Robotic Xylophone
This robotic xylophone was built around a commercially
produced Yamaha xylophone, and elements of its design
were inspired by instruments such as Godfried Willem
Raes’ <Xy> automated quartertone xylophone, [6] Trimpin’s Conloninpurple installation [7] and Eric Singer’s
Xylobot. [8] The striking mechanism is based on the
‘Trimpin Hammer’ design described in [9]. The two sections of the 30-key instrument are independent from each
other, and can be placed separately in the installation in
order to enhance their spacial effect. The frame is constructed using laser-cut plywood (CAD drawing presented
in figure 2), and they are connected to a control box via
standard DB-25 cables.
The Robotic Xylophone is the primary melodic instrument in the installation, and actuates the majority of the
game’s background music and many of the sound effects.
It is fully velocity sensitive, able to perform loudly and
softly as appropriate, and is able to achieve more than 20
strikes per second per note with an entire system latency of
approximately 20 milliseconds.

Figure 3: The Robotic Glockenspiel

Robotic Glockenspiel
Figure 1: The Robotic Xylophone

The Robotic Glockenspiel repurposes a marching band
glockenspiel as a computer-controlled instrument, inspired
by other robotic metallophones such as the Karmetik

Glockenbot [10] and Godfried Willem Raes’ <Vibi> automated vibraphone. [11] It utilizes direct-striking tubular
solenoid mechanisms similar to <Vibi>’s, which allow
very low latencies, simple implementation and low levels
of extraneous acoustic noise. By positioning the striking
mechanisms below the keys of the instrument, it leaves the
possibility for it to also be played simultaneously by a human player and allows the participants and audience an
unobstructed view of the instrument. After trialing solenoid
shaft caps of several varying materials, wooden ones were
chosen for their bright but not overly harsh sound. It is also
built as a one-piece table top instrument, making it very
portable and simple to set up, with a single DB-25 cable
connecting it to the control box. This instrument is used in
the installation to provide supplementary effects to the music and to create sound effects where a metallic timbre
would be appropriate. The most common example of such
a sound in the Super Mario Bros. game is the two-toned
chime which is sounded when the main character picks up
a coin.

Robotic Castanets As shown on the right of figure 5,
the Robotic Castanets make use of tubular push-type linear
solenoids to strike the bottom side of the castanet against
the top side, which is fixed to the laser cut MDF frame.
Unlike some other automated castanet machines such as
Godfriend Willem Raes’ <Casta Uno> and <Casta Due>,
[12] these are individual devices which are fitted with
standard microphone stand nuts. These allow the Robotic
Castanets to be separately positioned around the installation space as appropriate for maximum spacial effect.
These instruments play some of the percussive elements of
the installation’s background music, and some in-game
sound effects. A CAD drawing of the frame of the instrument is shown in figure 6.

Figure 6: CAD design of a Robotic Castanet.

Figure 4: CAD design of the Robotic Glockenspiel

Other Robotic Percussion
To complement the pair of polyphonic pitched percussion
instruments, a set of individual un-pitched percussion instruments were also utilized. The set consists of two robotic egg shakers and up to four robotic castanets.

Robotic Egg Shakers As shown on the left of figure 5,
the Robotic Egg Shakers utilize rotary solenoids which
generate a side to side motion that is stopped at one side by
the termination of the solenoid's movement, and on the
other side by a rubber damper. The rotary solenoids have
adjustable internal springs that return the egg shakers to
their original position after the controlling voltage is removed. As these units are somewhat heavier than the Robotic Castanets, an aluminum mounting bracket was created for added strength, and it can also connect directly to
standard microphone stands for flexible positioning in the
performance space. These instruments also perform some
of the percussion parts of the background music of the installation.

Control Hardware
To control this ensemble of robotic musical instruments,
custom controller hardware was created.

Figure 5: Robotic Egg Shakers (left) and Castanet (right).

Figure 8: A diagram charting the flow of the musical control signals from the participant’s controller to the musical robots.

general purpose input / output registers, which are utilized
to control the 51 solenoids contained in the two instruments. The polyphonic percussion control box is powered
by two transformers, one configured to supply 42v for the
Robotic Xylophone, and the other configured to supply
58v for the Robotic Glockenspiel.

Software
Figure 7: Modular (left) and Polyphonic Percussion (right)
Control Boxes

Modular Control Box
A flexible control box as shown
on the left in figure 7 is used to send both the transient control signals to the Robotic Castanets and the toggling control signals to the Robotic Egg Shakers via the array of 3.5
mm phono jacks on its front panel. The unit contains a 48v
switched-mode power supply, and the logic firmware is
based around an Atmel Atmega8u2 microcontroller. This
chip carries out the task of receiving MIDI messages from
either the 5-pin DIN connector or the USB socket on the
panel of the unit, interpreting them, and outputting the necessary control signals to actuate the appropriate robotic
musical apparatus.
Robotic Xylophone and Glockenspiel Controller The
polyphonic percussion control box shown on the right side
of figure 7 is responsible for interpreting the MIDI messages received at its 5-pin DIN or USB ports, and outputting the relevant pulses to the solenoids of the Robotic Xylophone and Glockenspiel instruments by way of the 3 DB25 ports on its front and side panels. In this case, an Atmega8u2 microcontroller loaded with a recompiled Hiduino firmware [13] carries out the USB-MIDI processing,
and the primary microcontroller on-board is an Atmega1280. This chip was chosen due to its high number of

Since the control boxes outlined above require an input of
a MIDI signal to operate, software must be written to convert the musical messages that the Super Mario Bros. game
generates into MIDI data in real time. The Nintendo Entertainment System synthesizes the audio in its games by way
of an Audio Processing Unit (APU) housed inside its main
CPU. The APU is capable of generating 4 channels of synthesized audio. These are 2 pulse waves, 1 tri wave and 1
noise channel. A very rudimentary sampler is also included, but since the contents of the sample change from game
to game, that channel is not used in this project. The 4 synthesizer channels each have several controllable parameters
such as pitch and length of note, duty cycle (for pulse
waves), and a sweep control. These parameters are accessed by setting various registers in the APU's memory.
[14]
For the proof of concept of this installation, it was decided that an NES emulator that is capable of outputting its
audio data in the form of MIDI messages would be employed. GNes and YoshiNES are two pieces of emulator
software that were successfully trialed, though since there
is more than one way to interpret the NES APU control
information as MIDI, each emulator provides differing
streams of MIDI information.

In order to distribute the musical information among the
notes of the robotic musical instruments in an appropriate
manner, a piece of software was written in the Max/MSP
visual programming language to receive the MIDI messages from the emulator, filter and translate them, and output
them to the hardware control boxes. Some examples of this
translation include assigning specific frequencies of the
noise channels to trigger the various robotic egg shakers
and castanets, transposing melodic content of the tri and
pulse wave channels that are out of the instruments' ranges
into a range playable by the instruments, and mapping certain key sound effect notes to corresponding instruments.
The signal flow from the participant’s controller to the
triggering of the robotic musical instruments is presented
in figure 8.

Future Work
Though the proof-of-concept which uses emulator software
to interpret in-game sound messages successfully fulfills
the intended purpose of the installation, since it relies on
the author of the emulator’s interpretation of the sound
data stream, there is some flexibility sacrificed. It is for this
reason that the next iteration of the work’s implementation
plans to make use of the original NES console with microcontroller mounted inside the unit to intercept the data
lines of the APU directly and generate a MIDI output from
inside the enclosure. This will result in 3 improvements.
Firstly, it will remove the dedicated MIDI translation running PC from the installation making it simpler, more
compact and robust. Secondly, it will allow participants to
interact with the genuine hardware of the console complete
with genuine controller, adding to the authenticity of the
installation, and lastly, it will allow the maximum amount
of routing and interpretation flexibility by accessing the
control data stream from the original game cartridge directly. Other welcome additions to the capabilities of the system include the ability to automatically detect which game
is being played and switch to a corresponding configuration, and also to add further intelligence to the sound effect
recognition algorithms to make sense of certain combinations of MIDI notes that indicate specific effects in the
game and route performance information to the robots accordingly.
Another limitation in the current system is the fact that
in order to maintain a coherent cause and effect relationship between the actions of the participant and the sound
actuators, currently only musical robots with a very low
level of latency can be employed. This prevents some robots that require preparation in order to play notes such as
Eric Singer’s Guitarbot [15] and James McVay et al.’s
Mechbass [16] from being included in the system. Future
development could potentially enable the use of these types

of musical robots in the background music of games by
automatically recognizing specific sequences of notes and
synchronizing pre-programmed musical sequences with the
in-game music.

Conclusions
This project has resulted in the successful construction of
an art installation that breaks new ground in the area of
augmenting virtual worlds with robotic sound-generation
devices. It utilizes several custom-built novel robotic musical instruments and implements a mapping framework that
allows in-game sounds to be realized with corresponding
physical devices with minimal latency. The fact that users
create an action in-game that is immediately responded to
by a sound in real life creates a cause and effect relationship between the two movements and aids with the users’
suspension of disbelief while interacting with the system.
Rather than seeing the robotic musical instruments as responding to the game, participants report perceiving the
sounds of the game breaking through to the real world. In
the case of this particular game, it also brings them to reimagine nostalgia from their earlier years in a new way.
Though this paper described the technical details of an
installation which focuses on a specific game, the instruments can be re-purposed for other games for the NES
platform with little modification in the translation software.
There are also many further possibilities in several other
domains including applications in arcade gaming, virtual
reality, cinema, education and potentially many other areas.
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